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The Human Being in the Double Stream of Time

Constanza and Bodo will give solo and dialogue-talks, lead us in shorter and longer, bigger 
and smaller working groups, discussions in the whole group, free and directed conversations, 

and the practice of exercises, all interspersed with artistic moments. 
Simple accommodation is available at the school; good food will be provided.

How may an individual inner culture (as questioning, investigation, 
exercising, concentration, contemplation, meditation) be realised?
How may it inspire daily life in society and in personal decisions? 
How can the presence of “eternal texts” or images transform our work? 
How can inter-human relationships be transformed by a mindful 
perception of beauty?

We want to experience how the divine may become human,
how the vertical may become horizontal,
how the human may become divine,
how the horizontal may become vertical,
how heaven is on earth and 
how human consciousness touched by the real being of the stars, 
the sun and the moon (in other words: by intelligence) will change 
everything; 

We want to see how in the tiniest detail of nature, mathematics, think-
ing or the human face the cosmic whole is present;

We want to consider the responsibility of the ‘becoming-conscious’, 
of the global consciousness living more and more in individual 
human beings.

A weekend in conversation with Bodo Von Plato and Constanza Kaliks

Constanza studied mathematics in Brazil and 
taught for 19 years at the Escola Rudolf Steiner 
in Saõ Paulo. She has a Ph.D. in Educational 
Studies with a dissertation on Nicholas of Cusa, 
and has wide interests in philosophy, poetry, 

and developing social-cultural think-
ing. With her husband and two sons 
Constanza moved to Switzerland in 
2012 to take up leadership of the 
Youth Section at the Goetheanum. 
She is also a member of the Executive 
Council of the General Anthropo-
sophical Society.

Bodo Von Plato
Bodo studied history, philosophy, 
and Waldorf Education in Ger-
many, Austria and France. He has 
taught in Waldorf High Schools in 
France, and worked with severely 
disabled adults. 
From 1989 he developed and directed the 
Forschungsstelle Kulturimpuls (Cultural Impulse 
Research Centre) in the Friedrich von Harden-
berg Institute in Heidelberg, Germany. Bodo 
joined the Executive Council of the General 
Anthroposophical Society at the Goetheanum 
in 2001. 

Registration:
https://verticalhorizon2018.

eventbrite.com.au

For more information contact:
asinaevents@gmail.com

ASinA website
www.anthroposophyau.org.au


